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Dr. Robert Penner is an ophthalmologist in Chula Vista, California
and is affiliated with multiple hospitals in the area, including Sharp
Chula Vista Medical Center and Sharp Coronado Hospital and
Healthcare Center. He received his medical degree from State University of New York Upstate Medical University and has been in
practice for more than 20 years.
From Dr. David Fogel:
Color Butler 2018 Launches in the iPhone App Store
Mar 10, 2018
Today’s an important day for one of our projects. A little over a year
ago, Dr. Bob Penner met with us at Natural Selection, Inc. and asked
if we could help with an app that would assist him in figuring out
which of his clothes go together. You see, he’s color blind. He can
tell you some very funny stories that have resulted from his “color
deficiency.” So with machine learning to determine how to label colors, expert rules on how colors go together based on different types
of clothing, and an expert app programmer, today the Color Butler
2018 app has launched in the iPhone app store. It’s free so go download the app and check it out. Color blindness affects about 1 in 12
males (you might think higher!) and so it’s likely there’s someone
you know who’d benefit from this app.
http://www.davidfogel.com/david-fogel-news/
Coming Soon

August 17—Creating the Emotionally
Intelligent Workplace
August 24—District Governor Mel Gallegos
August 31—Labor Day Roundtable
September 7—Random Acts of Culture
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Friday August 3, 2018
Please go to :https://vimeo.com/283134814
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Diamond Formation Leadership comes from the experience of flying in formation at supersonic speeds to
make the enemy think there is only one target and not
four. The lessons learned from that military experience by Dr. Axel Meierhoefer has formed his consulting business around the needs for trust, balance, and
staying together.
His four main principles are: Collaboration, Team Building, Cultural
Diversity and Globalization. Collaboration must be with all constituents including both inside and outside the organization. Team Building involves being sure you surround yourself with people who have
different personality profiles so as to get the benefit of all their perspectives. Cultural Diversity means to be sensitive to and work with
the cultural perspectives of your clients and customers. The example
given is the importance of relationship building before discussing
matters of substance with those who need the relationship established
first. Globalization is just a current fact of life and means we are
moving towards a much smaller world that requires knowing the
business models of many different nations and cultures.

News at Noon

Sponsored by: Sarah Cantu

Sarah Cantu and her husband Victor have a
cleaning business, Toro Steam Cleaning. Toro
will clean your cracks and blast away your dirt
wherever it is found. They particularly work on
stone, tile, carpeting, area rugs, and upholstery. You may need steam cleaning between
your toes. However difficult those places are to
reach that haven’t been reached in years they
are ready to steam you up. I’ve used this company for a
very special project and it proves they are willing to go
above and beyond. They have special discounts for those
of you who act quickly; Toro Steam Cleaning.

Winners
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Miscellany

TheDan and Brad Show
Brad needed legal help to stave off the onslaught of salacious innuendo brought forth
by President Dan on Brad’s bald head.

Brad actually had friends at BVHS in 1982. He
also had hair!!!

Did you Know — Brad has
a lovely singing voice that
he hides. He got it from
his mother, not Bud!

Brad’s wife caught this marlin at San Jose de Cabo.
Yes, that’s her. Brad wants
us to think he caught a larger one later but President
Dan didn’t believe him , so
he didn’t show the picture.
BTW, Brad provided the pictures himself. What a guy!
The fish were returned to
the sea as part of the charity tournament they were in.

